ART. 56]
REDUCTION TO THREE  FORCES.
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These points however must not in general lie in one straight line. We shall show that the forces of the system may also be reduced to four forces which act at any four points fixed in the body at which we may find it convenient to apply them. The four points must not in general lie in one plane.
We can see another advantage of these representations of the forces. For the points of application may be regarded as the corners of a triangle or tetrahedron of reference. We are thus enabled to use the systems of coordinates called trilinear and tetrahedral with considerable effect.
56. To show that all the forces of any system may be reduced to three forces which act at three points lying in the central plane.
Following the same notation as in Art. 9, let the forces of the system be Plt P2, &c. and let M1> l/2, ... be their points of application. Let these be referred to any axes Ox, Oy> Qz, either rectangular or oblique, which are fixed relatively to the body. Let the coordinates of -Mi, If2, &c. be (#x, yl9 ^x), (#2, y*> ^X &c-Let Oaf, Oy', Oz, be another system of axes, not necessarily rectangular, to which we may refer the forces. These are fixed relatively to the forces. Let the components of the forces along these be (X\, Y\, Z\\ (X',, F2, £'2), &o.
Consider the system of parallel forces X\, X'2, &c. All these are astatically equivalent to a single force l^X' acting at their centre of parallel forces. In the same way the two other systems of parallel forces, viz. Y\, F'2 &c. and Z\, Z'^ &c., are equivalent to 2F' and 2^' each acting at its own centre of parallel forces in directions parallel to y' and z' respectively. These forces we may represent by F, G, H, and their points of application by A, B, (7. The centre of parallel forces is known to possess the astatic quality If then we move the arbitrary axes Ooct Oy', Qz in any manner about the origin, keeping their inclination to each other unaltered, the system will yet be equivalent to the same three forces F, G} H acting at the same three points A, B, C in directions always parallel to the axes Ox, Oy', Oz'.
To find the coordinates of these points we may therefore consider any one position of the forces and the body. In this position let X, F, Z be the components of any force P resolved along the axes 0#, Oy, Oz. Then

